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Report Outline
The following five areas of contributions, as developed within this program, are summarized in this report: 1) probabilistic modeling of both discrete and continuous human decisions using probabilistic graphs; 2) Coupled human-vehicle probabilistic models; 3) Empirical studies of human-vehicle interaction with a focus on adaptive tasking; 4) Theory and experiments with formal human sensor networks; 5] Cooperative geolocation using uninhabited aerial vehicles.
Each section also gives a summary of publications that were partially or fully funded by this program. A subset of these publications are appended to this report.
The final two sections of this report summarize the technology transfer and educational contributions from this program. This contribution is to bring formal, probabilistic models to bear on the problem of human decision modeling. Incorporation of the human element is critically important for future defense missions, yet research in this area has had a relatively soft theoretical foundation. This is in contrast to vehicle technologies (control, tasking, tracking, etc.) which are typically quite formal. If formal methods can be developed for human decision modeling, a large amount of other work could be leveraged for human-automation systems (e.g. networked control, task allocation, etc.)
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Our approach has been to model human decisions as a probabilistic graph. Probabilistic graph models, also known as Bayesian Network (BN) models and Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) models (with time dependency), will be developed for human decisions, tasking, and sensory inputs. These models nicely capture variations across subjects and environmental conditions, intuitively describe decision dependencies, and can model joint human-vehicle systems -all in a formal probabilistic framework. The framework is ideal for modeling human-human collaboration as well as hierarchical decisions.
To more easily understand the capabilities of these models, consider Figure 1 , which is an integrated model of an operator commanding a UAV to track ground targets using a camera. The probabilistic model is represented by a directed graph, with each arrow indicating conditional probabilistic dependency. For example, the UAV position sensor (GPS) is nicely modeled as a normal Gaussian distribution, or p(Y uav \X ua v) =N(X U av£ v )-Note that the model in Figure 1 is a BN with no time dependence; a Dynamic Belief Network (DBN) model is developed by repeating the BN model over a series of time slices, with an appropriate time based model. By maintaining connections between nodes, the model can be used for formal probabilistic algorithm development in estimation, prediction and optimization. Figure 1 shows two models which are well known in autonomous vehicles: Pose and Target Tracking. The Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle (UAV) model includes the mode of operation ((/), position/attitude state {X U av), and sensor measurements (Y ua v). Estimation of the vehicle state can be accomplished using the well known Kalman Filter, which can be written in terms of the graph as p{X ua v\U>Yuav) ("probability of the UAV state, given the mode of operation and measurements"). The Target Tracking model includes the target type {V), position state (X Cor ), and camera measurement (Y cam ), which depends on the location of the target and location/attitude of the UAV. Joint estimation of the target type and state is a classic target tracking problem, which can be solved with a multiple model Our work has produced a general approach to modeling both discrete and continuous human decisions, given a set of training data[l]- [7] . The operator decisions are modeled in this framework by defining and identifying p[D\X), which is the likelihood of the decision data [D) given the system state variables [X). In the discrete case, as defined in Ref. [3] , a "decision model block," which includes internal nodes of logistic or softmax thresholding distributions. This notion is represented in Figure 2 (left). Ref. [3] also outlines a solution procedure for this joint density in order to find a common, conditional density p[D\X), for any block structure. The simplifies to:
where the term on the right are the internal softmax distributions, and the term on the left is a discrete selection matrix. This important conclusion enables the optimization of internal distribution parameters as well as the "structure" (graph and connections) under one common cost function. Figure 2 (right] shows how the optimization notionally works, where the discrete selection matrix is fixed, and the distribution parameters of the softmax variables are optimized. Once the likelihood begins to level off with increased numbers of softmax variables, additional "clusters" of graphs are added in order to improve the identified fit. A principle feature of this approach is that it produces linear boundaries between decision clusters in state-space. The number of these linear boundaries is given by the number of hidden logistic nodes used inside the BN. In addition, since the BN node distribution parameters are obtained using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), the likelihood function can be used to gauge model accuracy and over-fitting as more nodes are added to the BN; this also allows the fitting process to be automated off-line. Ref. [3] showed that with infinite data, the optimized parameters converge to the true distribution; with finite data, the parameters are bounded by confidence bounds in the form of a Chisquare distribution. The logistic BN classifier is a binary classifier naturally suited for discriminating between convex, unimodal clusters of decision data; for convex and unimodal multinomial decision data with N decision classes, N separate BN classifiers can be identified in parallel. Non-convex or multi-modal decision clusters, however, are more difficult to classify in this approach due to the nature of the logit probability function.
The methodology in Ref. [3] was then evaluated using data from a set of RoboFlag experiments. Operators controlled three vehicles: two search vehicles, each with the ability to locate entities; and one ID vehicle, with the ability to identify the entity's type. During the mission, three types of entities could be encountered: a stationary flag; a stationary red robot which can tag if blue vehicles come too close; and a red chase vehicle, designed to chase any blue vehicle within a particular range. Probability of localization (uncertainty circles] and identity (color or circle) were improved when vehicles moved closer to the targets. When users are confident of the final type (classification), they formally selected the target type using a GUI.
Results for 16 operators summarizing a simple case of tasking the ID vehicle tasking are shown in Figure 3 (left). Also, shown are dotted lines which represent the decision boundary, as defined by the probabilistic BN. Figure 3 (right) shows a typical probability plot for the BN, p(D=Loiter|X). Results show that users typically tasked the ID vehicle to move and identify the target when the ID probability ~0.5 (i.e. unknown). The loiter mode was commonly used at the start of the game (ID probability ~0.5, location uncertainty large), or in the middle of the game when moving to wait for the next target (ID probability ~1, location uncertainty small).
One of the more interesting cases is at the center of Figure 3 (left), where users tasked the ID vehicle to move in and ID the target before the location uncertainty had decreased (i.e. the users were still very unsure where the target was). During interviews and in the user videos, it was realized that many people performed a "strategic" play, when they sent both the localizing and ID vehicles in towards the target at the same time. The probabilistic models in Ref. [3] cannot, unfortunately, recognize the coupling of these moves over time. This is an important area of future research.
:ou« pewe mowng to next tari position «t cle start ot g me These modeling concepts were extended in theory for both the continuous and discrete model cases. In the discrete case, the primary extension was to develop a more general modeling approach that considered multi-modal human decisions [6] - [7] . Conventional softmax regression can be extended to multi-modal decision data by subdividing the data prior to model identification. Consider the case of no discrete decisions in D, and a set of system state variables X. Assuming that the data for the ith operator decision D, can be clustered into d, exclusive subsets, then d distinct softmax conditional probabilities can be estimated similar to the approach in Ref. [3] . The operator decision likelihood is then simply the sum of the corresponding d, softmax probabilities.
The resulting BN is shown in Figure 4 , which shows extensions to multi-modal discrete decision data. Figure 4 (center) shows data for no=3 decisions; this data can be further divided into d, subdivisions, and Figure 4 (right) illustrates the estimated BN. Note that the likelihood p[D=l\X) no longer ensures a convex optimization problem for estimating the softmax weights, as it was in the original procedure. However, the Hessian matrix for the weights is never positive definite, so that the likelihood can only have local maxima or saddle points, thus most likely yielding good fits to the data. For more complex decision models, which may include complex decision boundaries (in the case of discrete decisions) or continuous decisions, non-parametric modeling procedures were developed. In this case, class-conditional probability density functions (pdfs) f(X|D) for the state-variables are estimated, and coupled with prior probabilities p(D), then an indirect estimate of p(D|X) can be developed using Bayes' rule:
The decision class priors p(D) may be estimated from the training data using frequency counts, while class-conditional probability densities f(X|D) can be estimated via parametric, semi-parametric, or non-parametric methods. Parzen's kernel method is widely used for nonparametric density estimation in statistical classification because the estimates are easy to train and can offer robust performance without making any assumptions about the underlying class-conditional densities. For a given decision class i with training set x_i with n_i points, the Parzen density estimate is given by a sum of n_i kernel pdfs centered about each sample point. Gaussian kernels are common, leading to a sum of Gaussians mixture model.
The nonparametric approach leads to the simple BN representation shown in Figure 5 . Since Parzen density estimates asymptotically approximate any probability density function, they are ideal for generating non-linear decision surfaces. Figure  5 (center) shows a sample training set for n_D=3 decisions that are non-linearly correlated, and Figure 5 (right) shows the post-processed likelihood function, p(D=2|X) for the data.
In addition to the general theoretical approach, three significant theoretical guarantees were made in this work:
Given a set of labeled, discrete human decision data, we have developed an approach that guarantees convergence to the true distribution parameters in the limit of unlimited data. Given a set of labeled, discrete human decision data in non-convex clusters, no matter how large, we have developed an approach that guarantees convergence to the true distribution parameters in the limit of unlimited data. Given a set of labeled, continuous human decision data, we have developed a mixed Gaussian representation with a new factorization that enables ease in identifying the distribution parameters; in the limit of unlimited Gaussians and data, the approach is guaranteed to approach the true distribution. Extensive evaluation of the modeling procedures has taken place. Because this is a system identification modeling procedure (i.e. developing models from data), a data holdout approach was taken. In addition, our approaches were generally benchmarked against state of the art research, and with other datasets that are accepted in the field. The multi-modal decision modeling approach, termed the multimodal softmax (MMS) model, exploits the concept of discriminative subclass modeling to estimate parameters for complex class posterior distributions without relabeling training data, in contrast to existing 'hard subclass' discriminative modeling strategies. The MMS model can also be shown to provide a discriminatively learnable generalization of both the softmax model and the widely used class of Gaussian mixture model based posterior models. Classification experiments with benchmark and application data compare the training cost and accuracy of the MMS model with those of hard subclass models (HSS) and other well known probabilistic models, such as kernel methods and hierarchical mixture of experts (HME). The MMS model is shown to achieve a high level of discriminative modeling accuracy with relatively low training cost: The decision modeling approach was also evaluated using human decision data from the Roboflag experiments, where humans tasked robots in a search and ID mission. The classification problem attempted to find the probability of a decision D, given a 12 dimensional input feature vector X. All models were trained and validated via 30 holdout trials. Table 3 shows the classification errors for each model on each of the three example data sets; statistically significant comparison results are shown in bold. Table 4 shows the training time. In all cases, the MMS model appears to strike a very good balance between training time and accuracy. 
Contribution #2: Coupled Human-Vehicle Probabilistic Models
This contribution was to explore how far a human-vehicle system could be jointly modeled using the probabilistic graph theory. While this contribution was largely systems like in nature, it provides a solid understanding as to where the advantages and limitations in modeling these systems are. Initial work has been completed in Refs.
[8], [9] , while further work, including an evaluation using data holdout, is on-going. The RoboFlag experiments provide large sets of data which can be used to explore coupled operator-vehicle modeling. One example is to decompose the system into hierarchy of control/decision making, as shown in Figure 6 (left). Four levels are assumed: Vehicle(s) Selection and coordination; Play Selection for strategies; User Clicks for tactical locations; Vehicle Motion based on its actuation. The vehicle motion model is deterministic. All models based on human decisions are developed using the techniques from our research, based on the data.
As an example of developing a probabilistic model from operator data and using it for prediction, consider the case of an operator tactically tasking the search vehicle (i.e.\ the operator selecting a point on the field for the search vehicle to move). This is the shaded block in the BN in Figure 6 (left). Figure 6 (center) illustrates the entire set of tactical search data obtained from the RoboFlag I data (vehicle start points, assignments, and trajectories). A probabilistic model of this decision can be developed using the nonparametric Parzen density estimation, as described earlier. Figure 6 (right) shows how this is constructed and used. The vehicle is at the blue star. From the RoboFlag data, previous cases of users tasking the search vehicle from a "similar location" (within a particular probability level of the nominal location; these are denoted by {red stars}. The corresponding vehicle assignment points, denoted by {black dots}, are each assigned a Gaussian kernel at the location of the {black dots}. The vehicle assignment pdf is then formed by summing these Gaussians, weighted by the location of the starting point (denoted by the height of the red points). Figure 6 (right) shows the density contours of this pdf, which could be used to find the corresponding likelihood, p(U_{tact}|U_{strat},X) in Figure 6 (left). 
Contribution #3: Empirical Studies of Adaptive Tasking in HumanVehicle Interaction with AFRL/HECP
This contribution was to empirically study, with collaborators from AFRL/HECP, the concept of adaptive tasking in human-vehicle systems; the data from these tests could then be used to validate the modeling approaches (described in Contributions 1 and 2).
The approach was to utilize a testbed developed at Cornell, called RoboFlag. RoboFlag is a human controlled simulator of the game "Capture the Flag.' RoboFlag is ideally suited to study semi-autonomous systems because operators can be easily integrated into the loop, basic mission types such as ISR can be studied, and system parameters and uncertainties can be manipulated quickly (such as communications constraints, vehicle types, and sensor types). The simulator has been used extensively by AFRL and the Co-PI's group as a basic research tool.
A modified game was developed for this project, in conjunction with Drs. Scott Galster and Benjamin Knott from AFRL/HE. The goal was to locate and identify two targets, which could be flags or red agents. Operators controlled three vehicles: two fast search vehicles, each with the ability to locate entities; and one slower ID vehicle, with the ability to identify the entity's type. During the mission, three types of entities could be encountered: a stationary flag; a stationary red robot which can tag if blue vehicles come too close; and a red chase vehicle, designed to chase any blue vehicle within a particular range. Probability of localization (uncertainty circles) and identity (color or circle) were improved when vehicles moved closer to the targets. When users are confident of the final entity type (classification), they formally selected the target type using a GUI input.
Three sets of games were conducted: manual (way point control) in 2006, automated (plays developed from the manual data) in 2007, and adaptive in 2008. The differences in the games focused on the interactions and feedback loops. In the first set, the operator primarily controlled the vehicles manually, with point and click waypoints. In the second set, there was a suite of automated plays derived from our understanding of the manual game. In the third, feedback loops were added during and after the games, based on the primary metrics of the game (see below). For each study, 16 subjects from the AFRL subject pool were used, with 24 trials each; a 4x4 matrix of target location and type was used. All vehicle telemetry data was saved, and users were video recorded. GUIs for these three games are shown in Figure 7 . With all three sets of games completed, recent work has focused on statistically analyzing the results of the games, and across the games. For the analysis across each game, six metrics were statistically analyzed to evaluate the users' mission performance:
Mission time: total time spent completing each trial; typically correlated to user efficiency. Shorter mission times indicate that the human user was able to allocate resources efficiently and implement appropriate actions. Idle time: percent of time robots were without instruction; typically caused by high operator load. Robots were considered idle when they were without instruction (standing still), except in cases where they were collecting location or ID information from an in-range target. In general, an idle robot indicates an underutilization of resources because it is not actively contributing to the mission objectives. This typically occurs when the operator is distracted (for example, a robot is being chased by the CHS) and is unable to allocate attention to all robots equally. Tag events: number of times a robot was "tagged' by an enemy agent. Robots are temporarily unusable when tagged, so these are obviously undesirable events. Not only do tag events decrease the resources available to the operator, but they may necessarily increase the overall mission time if targets can not be located/identified until the tagged robot(s) become active again. This is especially the case when the tagged robot is the sole IDV. Human input: frequency of instructions given by human user; typically a measure of operator workload/attention. The number, frequency, and type of instructions given by the operator are measures of mental workload and attention allocation. Target ID probability: amount of identity information collected when target identified. Target location radius: amount of location information collected when target identified.
To test the effects of the experimental manipulations on the above performance metrics, a 3 (RF game number) x 2 (flag location --near/far) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed, the results of which are presented in the table below: This table shows that there were significant interaction effects across all six metrics. These interactions more fully using post hoc paired t-tests. While the full results are summarized in Ref.
[12], the results for "Mission Time' are summarized here.
The results of a 3 (game number) x 2 (flag location) ANOVA indicate that there was a significant interaction between these factors on average mission time, F({2,547}) = 5.80,p < 0.01. A post hoc paired t-test was performed to determine the source of variance, the results of which indicate that there was a significant difference in mission time between all three games, as shown in this table It can be seen in Figure 8 that users took longest on average to complete set I trials, where robots could only be controlled using waypoints. The addition of automated plays (especially Evade/Avoid) in set II decreased overall game time by an average of 11.40 seconds, almost 10%. In set III, users could use both automated plays and waypoint control, and performance feedback (especially the idle-alert feature) encouraged greater efficiency. As a result, the average set III mission time decreased another 22.44 secondsapproximately 21% from set II.
A post hoc paired t-test also showed a significant difference (t({202}) = 3.036,p < 0.01) between near/far target configurations for game I, but not for games II or III. This indicates that increasing automation had the desirable effect of increasing uniformity in human efficiency both between mission configurations and across users.
Interestingly, mission time in near cases (targets located close to one another near the Home Base) was not significantly improved with the addition of automated plays, suggesting that these trials were "easy' enough that waypoint-only control did not hinder the users' ability to perform the mission efficiently. However, for far cases (targets located far from Home Base and from one another) average mission time improved by about 25.6 seconds (19.5%) with the addition of automated plays (t({168.30» = 3.323,p < 0.01). Users were able complete these harder' missions in less time with assistance from automatic Evade and Avoid decreasing tag occurrences, and by using strategic plays like Decoy to give more complicated commands without using distracting and time-consuming waypoint control. Average mission time decreased an additional 23.7 seconds (22.3%) when performance feedback was provided (t({161.48}) = 4.879,p < 0.001), as users were kept aware of idling robots and end-of-game scoring encouraged lower mission times. 14.
Contribution #4: Human Sensor Networks
This contribution was to develop formal theory and perform experiments of sensor networks with human elements. Typical sensor networks are large, yet the information is very simple; many times, such as in consensus methods, probabilities are not even taken into account. The challenge with humans is that the information will be complex; the probabilistic graph theory, which fits well hear by developing decision likelihoods, creates models that are intuitive, but complex. The general approach to sensor networks and fusion is shown in this equation:
Here, the priori pdf is fused with measurements (and likelihoods) from different sensors. Two elements of the theory were explored in this case. The first was modeling humans as sensors. In typical sensors, models are termed probabilistic likelihoods, which are usually simple, such as Gaussian distributions. But, they are not a function of time, which allows the BN probabilistic graph model work developed here to be used. The second element of the theory is the information sharing. Our approach was to use a grid based approach, so that the general likelihood models from humans could always be considered (at the expense of computation). Channel filtering concepts were used, which were first developed using Kalman Filter based theory. Here, each communication channel is monitored for information sent back and forth. Only new information is sent at each time step. For tree-like topologies, even in the presence of communication uncertainties such as drops, the solution is guaranteed to converge to the centralized solution. Details of the theory can be found in Refs. [13] . [14] .
The applicability and limitations of the operator decision modeling theory for a realistic scenario was tested using humans in a search experiment. The mission was to task a group of humans to search for a white golf ball on Cornell's Ithaca campus, in the winter. Five human operators were equipped with handheld computers which were linked wirelessly in an ad hoc network. This network would drop packets, and not communicate when out of range; therefore, the fusion process had to include these assumptions in order to maintain theoretical consistency in the estimator. All computers had (uncertain) GPS and compass measurements; so, likelihoods for these measurements were also available.
A BN model of a human "search' measurement likelihood (target detection) was developed, as shown in Figure 9 (left), which shows dependency on range and bearing. Figure 9 (center) shows the likelihood of target detection using human vision. This model was developed using actual measurements of instances of detection/no detection for several human subjects. The model shows a forward-facing human, where maximum target visibility is straight ahead. As seen in Figure 9 (left), detection drops off and is approximately zero when the target is located >3m from the human sensor, mostly due to snow, shadows, or other visual obstructions. Target detection drops off on the sides as peripheral vision makes it difficult for the human to see possible targets. Figure 10 shows the experiment hardware (left) and results for one node (right). All fusion was accomplished using a grid based PDF, which was used to present the user with a probability of target location. Because grid based methods were used, constraints such as buildings could easily be incorporated. Figure lO(right) shows the results from one human node, which overlays a satellite image of campus with the real time fused PDF of the target location; also shown in the trajectory of one human's path. The human moves towards locations of high target location probability; as the human moves, its measurement (GPS, compass/heading, target yes/no) is fused into the network and shared appropriately. The modeling and fusion process worked well, even for a system with up to five nodes [13] . [14] .
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